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Can Old Dogs Learn New Tricks?
Or… Why Am I Up Here?

• Current primary responsibility is the simulation and reconstruction 
software for the Fermi Large Area Telescope.

• Trained (a very long time ago) as a Physicist, not Computer Scientist
– No formal education in Computer Science

• No need - Physicists in training will have any needed programming skills simply 
materialize directly from the ether

First language was the then modern high level language of Fortran II– First language was the then modern high level language of Fortran II
• Thankfully, its possible to make C++ look like Fortran!

• Fast forward n decades (where n > 2) to the era of faster computers, 
with more available memory, along with new techniques, etc., all 
making it possible to re-attack old problems in new ways
– Lots of progress in Computer Science since I was a kid, I’ve been exposed to 

only to those pieces relevant to my applications – leaving lots of holes!

– Perhaps worth taking some time to study what’s out there?

• Start by spending a little time giving an overview of the problem we 
want to solve as motivation for why one might want to be interested in 
taking an online course in algorithms…



Fermi Large Area Telescope
Instant Instrument Overview

• Silicon Strip Tracker (TKR)
– Tracks e+e- pair to determine incident 

photon direction

– 36 planes of strips alternating x-y 
coordinates

– 16 Towers

– ~900,000 total strips

Tracker ACD

– ~900,000 total strips

• CsI Calorimeter (CAL)
– Measures incident photon energy

– 8 layers of 12 crystals

– 16 Towers

– 1536 total crystals

• Anticoincidence Shield (ACD)
– Reject charged particle background

– Segmented array of 89 plastic 
scintillator tiles

Calorimeter



Fermi LAT Event Reconstruction
“Standard” HEP Approach

In a nutshell, the Fermi LAT Reconstruction has three main steps:

• First Step - Primary event reconstruction:
– Determine Energy from Calorimeter

• Sum of energies in crystals above threshold

– Find and Fit tracks in the Tracker
• “Local” Pattern recognition utilizing a Kalman Filter finder-follower approach 

seeded by combinatoric trialsseeded by combinatoric trials

– Combine tracks and energy to determine find gamma ray direction and 
energy

• Standard vertex fit

• Second Step - Use Classification Tree Analyses to
– Categorize as background (bringing in the ACD information)

– Categorize quality of event

– Provide best estimates of energy and direction

• Final Step
– Output analysis ready summary information



Connection to Computer Science
Software Issues in the LAT Reconstruction

• LAT Reconstruction not necessarily a huge project in comparison to, say, 
ATLAS, when applying “standard” HEP techniques… still:
– Average reconstruction time measured in 10’s of seconds

• With a long tail on the total cpu time distribution

– Fermi has “billions and billions” of events

– Combination of two means recon needs to be cpu time aware:
• Some  perhaps less than efficient attempts to “optimize” key internal loops

• Cutoffs inserted in key areas to prevent endless looping

• Limits placed on size of events allowed to be reconstructed• Limits placed on size of events allowed to be reconstructed

• One must always ask the age old question: can we do better?
– LAT on-orbit experience has indicated that current reconstruction, while 

certainly adequate, could stand improvement
• Struggling to fully achieve initial LAT design goals in some energy ranges

– e.g. resolution at very high energy due

• Unexpected surprises have led to some band aid fixes

• Always have concern that cutoffs may be biasing output data sets

– Applying new reconstruction techniques could address these issues potentially 
further extending Fermi’s overall capabilities

• Provided, of course, that we implement them “correctly” 



Fermi Pass 8 Reconstruction
Some Examples of “New Techniques” Applied to Fermi

• Tracker Reconstruction: 
– Develop a global pattern recognition approach known as “Tree Based Tracking”

• Used crossed pairs from adjacent x-y planes to form 3D hits (forming “nodes”)

• Link pairs together in adjacent layers (forming “edges” between “nodes”)

• Link together links sharing a common 3D hit to form an “acyclic directed graph” (which we call a 
“Tree”)

• Traverse the Tree to extract the tracks according to a “longest-straightest” metric

– Problem: Ambiguities increase combinatorics geometrically
• The 3D hits will include ambiguous combinations of x-y pairs

• These create even more ambiguous links between adjacent layers• These create even more ambiguous links between adjacent layers

• Ambiguities cannot be resolved until the final step of extracting tracks from all combinations

• Running time of this approach is/can be VERY slow

• Calorimeter Reconstruction: CAL Clustering
– Form “clusters” (in HEP sense) in the calorimeter by connecting hit crystals using a 

Minimum Spanning Tree approach
• Exclude crystals from energy determination which are not part of the event (“ghost hits”)

• Obtain a direction vector for incident gamma based solely on the calorimeter which can be 
compared to Tree solution

– Problem: Performance trade off created by particular choice of cut 
parameter to separate into clusters

• Cutoff too short – too many clusters leads to confusing environment

• Cutoff too large – everything lumped into one cluster and back where we are 
now



Motivation To Go Back To School…
Finally Getting to the Real Story!

• Its clear that many of the problems we are encountering in 
developing the Pass 8 reconstruction already have solutions in 
other applications
– We simply need to recognize what kind of problem we have

• For Example:
– building Trees is the same as building a directed graph

– extracting tracks is the same as find the shortest path between two vertices

– Someone with more formal training would recognize this right away– Someone with more formal training would recognize this right away

– Perhaps taking some time to develop basic CS skills not a bad thing?

• Digging through the internet/self teaching not necessarily optimal 
way for someone like me to learn things
– Can spend a fair bit of time running off on tangents

• Not enough time to take a “real” course on campus
– Work schedules frequently get in the way of best intentions

• Would be ideal to find something in between self teaching and 
taking a “real” course
– Flexible but structured and with some deadlines to force one to stay on 

track



Stanford Online Algorithms Course

• This past Fall Stanford University (now in conjunction with several other 
universities) began offering “free online courses” 
– Online versions of courses taught on the campus

– This Winter offered a course in the “Design and Analysis of Algorithms I”

• Why a course on algorithms?
– Algorithms course provides the basic toolkit which underlies virtually 

everything else you might want to do. 
• Design techniques

• Analysis• Analysis

• Applications

• Data Structures

• Why the online course?
– Structured course done on my time works very well for me

• Watch lectures when time available, yet

• Weekly assignments to keep pressure on to keep pace

• Challenging programming assignments to get “hands on” experience

– Video lectures often illustrated with real world examples which spark thought 
on how to transfer to our problems

• e.g. breadth first search vs depth first search for finding different characteristics of our 
Tracker Trees



https://www.coursera.org/course/algo



Algorithms I: Course Syllabus
5 week course presenting approximately 50%

of the material presented in the Stanford 

CS161 course on campus (~ the first half)

Covers the basics: basic algorithm analysis, divide and conquer paradigm and applications to sorting 

algorithms, introduction to graphs and their analysis, introduction to basic data structures such as

heaps, hash tables, balanced trees, etc.



Course Logistics
(From Course Website)

Weekly assignments to 

force you to keep pace

Grading actually helps to

provide incentive to try!provide incentive to try!

Extra/Optional stuff to

think about

Video Lectures – the

heart of the course



Example of Problem Assignment Question



Example of Programming Assignment

Links to data files to use as input to program

Actually interesting example… “natural” solution is to use recursion and this worked great on my 

test data set that I had made up. But… I blew my recursion stack when running on the full data set 

and, ultimately, was forced to find a non-recursive solution. That turned out to be the hardest 

problem to solve for the entire course!

Input box for answer

Instant Gratification



So… Was It Worth The Time?

• Bottom Line: For me the answer is YES

• Direct Results for the Pass 8 effort:
– New techniques for constructing Tracker Trees

– Much better techniques for providing ordered lists of Trees

– New approaches for quickly traversing the trees depending on which 
information wantedinformation wanted

– Idea for building a front end which significantly reduces combinatoric
possibilities 

– All have led to significant performance gain for the Pass 8 Tracker code
• Tree Based Tracking average cpu time performance now BETTER than the old approach

• Worst case performance is still a bit worse than the old approach but have eliminated 
most of the “arbitrary” cutoffs

• Indirect/intangible
– Many interesting topics

– Examples presented in course are from current problems in a variety of other 
fields which are interesting to understand

– You never know where a good idea might come from!



Final Thoughts

• The Algorithms course is offered through a new joint project 
between several universities to offer online courses
– A growing number of fields, from Computer Science to Humanities 

– All following more or less the same format

– Typically starting every quarter and running 5-10 weeks

• Upcoming Computer Science courses include• Upcoming Computer Science courses include
– Algorithms II, Computer Vision, Computer Architecture, Automata, 

Intro to Logic, Compilers, Machine Learning, etc. 

• For those interested in the Algorithms course:
– The Algorithms I course is scheduled to run again at the beginning of 

the Summer

– Algorithms II is currently planned to run in the Fall

• Visit the Coursera website for more information!
– www.coursera.org


